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Introduction 
RO(G)-graded bordism of finite group actions was first studied by Pulikowski 
in [7], and subsequently by Kosniowski in [3]. These authors used the techniques 
of Conner, Floyd and Stong to obtain splitting results. 
Another, more-or-less simultaneous, development in the theory of G-bordism 
was the construction of ‘stable’ G-bordism by tom Dieck in [l]. This is a Z-graded 
equivariant homology theory possessing suspension isomorphisms. It is not, 
however, geometric; homology classes do not arise from actual G-manifolds. 
While the Z-graded theories have been carefully studied, (the present state of 
the art essentially being summed up in the work of tom Dieck and Rowlett, the 
program has not been carried out fully in the case of the analogous RO(G)-graded 
theories, especially in the cases of oriented and framed bordism. As to the former, 
the presence of RO(G)-grading permits one to use a strong notion of orientability 
(for which there is no Z-graded counterpart), while the latter is correctly viewed 
as an RO(G)-graded phenomenon in view of its relationship with equivariant 
homotopy groups of spheres. 
This paper is the outcome of many stimulating conversations with Bob Stong, 
and proceeds as follows. 
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First, we carefully develop the theory of RO(G)-graded bordism, as well as the 
stable (tom Dieck-type) version of this theory. Their relationship, via (Wasserman- 
type) G-transversality, to equivariant homotopy theory is explained, and the 
theories are shown to arise naturally from equivariant spectra of one type or 
another. On this level, the passage from geometric bordism to stable bordism 
amounts to nothing more than an inclusion of a sub-G-spectrum. (It is noteworthy 
that the failure of the traditional Pontryagin-Thorn construction to yield an 
isomorphism in the case of framed G-bordism turns out to be a result of having 
considered the wrong spectrum equivariantly, as is explained below.) 
When we invert ICI, the splitting theorems for all theories in sight are obtained 
simultaneously and by a new technique, derived from the splitting of the Burnside 
ring away from ICI. 
The paper concludes with a ‘gap hypothesis’, the presence of which guarantees 
that all theories are stable. We also explain the relationship between classical 
G-bordism and RO(G)-graded bordism in the unoriented case. 
Throughout, G is assumed to be a finite group. When G is a general compact 
Lie group, difficulties arise at the outset; the very notion of a *y-dimensional’ 
manifold being unnatural. 
The author is grateful to Bob Stong, whose insight into the subject helped 
overcome many technical problems during the course of this work. 
1. RO(G)-graded bordism theories 
The letters V, W, Y and 2 will always be used to denote finite dimensional 
invariant subspaces of the orthogonal G-module U = R”, where R is the real 
regular representation of G with its usual inner product. Elements of the real 
representation ring RO(G) may therefore be represented by differences, V- W, 
of subspaces of U. If H c G, then WH will denote {w E W: hw = w for all h EH}, 
and W(H) will denote the orthogonal complement of WH in W. To avoid confusion, 
the Weyl group, NH/H, will be denoted by WH. Finally, if y E RO(G) is represented 
by V- W, then yH will denote the integer jVHj-j WHI. 
Definition 1.1. Let y = V- WE RO(G), and let M be a compact smooth G- 
manifold. Then M will be said to have dimension y if, for each x E Int M, there is 
a smooth G, -equivariant imbedding onto an open set 
taking 0 to x, where Y, 0 W = V as a G,-module. (Thus Y, represents the element 
y 1 G, E RO(G,)). We refer to such a manifold as a y-manifold. 
Note that, if the fixed sets, MH, of a smooth G-manifold are connected for each 
H c G, then M is V-dimensional, with V the G-module determined by the tangent 
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space of any point in MC. Other examples of manifolds with dimension in RO(G 1 
include the one-point compactification, S “, of a typical G-module V and, when 
]G] is odd, the associated real projective space. Also, if y is represented by Y as - 
an H-module for H c G, then G x HMY is a y-manifold for any H-equivariant 
Y-manifold M ‘. The equivariant Collaring Theorem implies that the boundary of 
a y-manifold is a (y - l)- manifold. 
If MY is a y-manifold, then its tangent bundle, rM, is a y-dimensional vector 
bundle in the sense that the fiber over a typical point x is G,-equivalent to Y, 
where Y 0 W = V as a G,-module. The normal bundle, NM, of M then automati- 
cally has dimension 2 for some (large) G-module 2. 
We shall need notions of G-oriented and of G-framed y-manifolds. 
Let p :E +B be a Y-dimensional G-vector bundle. Assume that we are given 
an open cover of B by invariant sets of the form G xH N, where N c B is open 
and H-invariant, together with local fiberwise equivariant trivializations of the form 
i 
(Gx,N)xY - E 
Gx,N - B, 
dJ 
where G acts diagonally on (G XH N) X Y. Let x E d(G XH N) f-l q5’(G XH* N’) for 
two such trivializations 4 and #‘, and write x = 4[g, n] = 4’[g’, n’]. Consider the 
composite 
‘= (G 
d 
T,,*(x) :. Y - x,N)XY-E- &‘-I (G X,N’)X Y - = Y, 
where L,(Y) = ([g, n], y) and ~([g, fi], 1) =f. That r,,(x) is G,-equivariant is 
straightforward. We then say that 4 and 4’ are compatible if T,,(x) is stably 
G-homotopic to the identity (after passage to one-point compactification). This is 
equivalent to the requirement that det(7’+.+‘(x))H = 1 for each H c G. 
Definition 1.2. A G-orientation is then a cover of B by compatible local trivializ- 
ations, and the maps 6 0 L, are the orientations for the fibers of p. 
Remarks 1.3. This notion of G-orientibility agrees with that in [lo], [2] and [5], 
and is appropriate to equivariant singular cohomology, in that it admits Thorn 
classes. (Further mention of this fact will appear below.) 
Definition 1.4. By an oriented y-manifold, we shall mean a y-manifold M together 
with a G-orientation of its normal bundle NM. 
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Definition 1.5. By a framed y-manifold, we shall mean a y-manifold M together 
with a stable framing of its normal bundle N4* in the sense that we are given a 
G-trivialization, 
E :EM(Y) 4 NMOEM(Z,, 
for some Y and Z, where cM( V) denotes the product bundle M x V +A4. 
This is equivalent to the requirement that there exist G-modules Y’ and Z’ such 
that TM @cM( Y’) = eM(Z’) via a specified isomorphism. This notion of framability 
is weaker than that of several authors (for example, Sebastiani), who require that 
Y and Z in Definition 1.2 be trivial G-modules. 
Two framings, r~5 and d’, of a y-manifold M are equivalent if they agree in some 
Whitney sum with a trivial G-bundle (of the form&M(V)). Similarly, two orientations 
of A4 are equivalent if their collections of local trivializations are compatible. 
One now has associated notions of cobordism; two y-manifolds are cobordant 
if their sum is contained in the boundary of some (y + l)-manifold. Oriented 
(framed) y-manifolds M and M’ are oriented (framed) cobordant if their sum is 
contained, (in the usual sense), in the boundary of some oriented (framed) 
(y + 1)-manifold N whose orientation (framing) restricts to those of A4 and M’ 
up to equivalence (after addition of the normal bundles of M and M’ in N). 
This gives us rings, Bz, ’ indexed by RO(G), of cobordism classes of manifolds 
without boundary, with additive inverses being obtained by reversing the orientation 
(or that of the framing) via addition of a trivial summand &M(R). We shall use, in 
place of B, the letters _v+, R and 9 to refer specifically to unoriented, oriented and 
framed G-bordism respectively. 
If X is a based G-complex whose basepoint is fixed by G, then we can define a 
bordism group B:(X) by taking equivalence classes of pairs (M, f) where M is a 
y-manifold of the appropriate type, and where 
f :lw+/aki+-,x, 
is a G-map. (Here, + denotes addition of a disjoint fixed basepoint.) This turns 
Bz(-) into a (reduced) equivariant homology theory indexed by RO(G) with 
suspension maps 
uv:B:(X)*B:+v(ZvX), 
where E”X denotes Sv AX and Sv the one-point compactification of V. This 
suspension map fails, in general to be an isomorphism as we shall see later. 
In order to obtain associated generalized RO(G)-graded homology theories, the 
definition of which requires that the suspension maps vv all be isomorphisms, we 
define, in the spirit of tom Dieck, stable theories @$‘by the formula 
@f(X) = colim BF+v(ZvX), 
taken over V c U, and thereby ensure that BT has all suspension isomorphisms-at 
the cost of G-transversality, (as we shall see in Section 2). 
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We shall study the theories Bz and 0: as well as their relationship via the 
natural transformation B z + &I z. 
Other theories of importance, such as the unitary and symplectic versions of 
these theories, are obtainable by straightforward adjustments, and will not be dealt 
with explicitly here. 
We end this section with a few remarks specific to framed G-bordism. Consider 
the natural (Pontryagin-Thorn) homomorphisms 
where w y denotes the yth equivariant stable stem (see, for example, [l]). It is easy 
to see by classical arguments that both 4 and 4 are epic, but b fails, in general, 
to be an isomorphism due to the failure of-relative G-transversality for the 
appropriate G-manifolds (as, for example, in the case G = ZZ and y = 0 ([7])). 
In Section 2 we shall show, by using G-transversality arguments, that 9: and 
Sz are both realizable as equivariant homotopy groups (but not, however, of 
spheres), and that c5 is, in fact, an isomorphism. In Section 3, we shall consider 
what happens in the-presence of an appropriate ‘gap hypothesis’, and also a splitting 
away from ]G/. 
Remarks 1.6. Since 4 is a split epimorphism, it follows that Sz occurs as a 
summand of 92. This summand has been studied, under a different guise, by 
O’Connell and appears as a framed bordism theory with a restricted notion of 
frameability. 
2. Equivariant Grassmann and Stiefel spaces 
Let y E RO(G), U’< U be an invariant subspace of possibly infinite dimension, 
and let W < U be finite dimensional. 
Definitions 2.1. A (W -y)-plane in U’ is a pair (u, Y) with u E U and Y a 
G,-invariant ]W-y/-plane in U’ such that Y +y = W in RO(G,). Now assume 
that W is large enough to ensure that W-y is representable by a G-module Z. 
Then a trivialized (W - y)-plane, or a (W - y)-frame, in U’ is a pair consisting of 
a (W - y)-plane (u, Y) in U’ and a G,-equivariant linear isometry 4 : Y +Z, while 
an oriented (W - y)-plane is a pair ((u, Y), [4]), where c5 is an equivalence class 
of such isometries. (4 -4’ iff det c5H = det drH for each H c G,). 
We shall use the following notations: 
%,_,( U’) = {( W - y)- planes in U’}; 
9zl,_,(U’) = {( W - y)-frames in U’}, and 
I?~_,(U’) = {oriented.( W - y)- planes in U’}. 
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We endow all these spaces with the natural topology, and let G act by translation 
of planes and conjugation of isometries. If d = $9, 3 or 0, we shall abbreviate 
&v-,(U) by 6-y. 
Consider now the fixed-sets &w_,(U’)H, and define spaces isP(H)w_,(U’) as 
follows. Let n = dim( W - y) and assume that W-y ~2 as a G-module. We then 
set 
93(H)w_,(U’) ={n-planes Y in U’: Y =.Z as an H-module), 
a subspace of the nonequivariant Grassmannians, 
9(H)w_,(U’) = {pairs( Y, I++): YE 3(H)w_,(U’) and 
JI : Y -2 an H-equivariant linear isometry}, 
while O(H)w_,(U’) is defined similarly. 
Note that the spaces 93 and $2 are respectively products of real, complex and 
quaternionic Grassman and Stiefel manifolds. (In particular, 3(H)w_,. is con- 
tractible.) 
One has natural projections 
7r :.&_,(U’)H +&(H)W_V(U’) 
given by dropping the coordinate u E U. 
Lemma 2.2. The projections IT are homotopy equivalences. 
Proof. Define L :~(4(H)w_,(U’)-*dw_,(U’)H by assigning to a n-plane Y the pair 
(x0. Y) where x0 E U is some point with isotropy H. Then 7rr~ = 1. To see that or - 1, 
fix a G-isomorphism 8: UOR = U, where R is any G-module containing a point 
y with G, =H such that 8(y) =x0. Let d’ denote the subspace of &w_,(U’)H 
whose (W -y)-planes have the form (u, Y) with u E 8(U). One can then easily 
deform ~4w_,(U’)~ into d’ by homotoping 8 1 U through H-linear isometries to 
1: U-, U. One then deforms d’ onto A?(H)~_,(U’) via the homotopy (u, Y)I = 
(tu + (1 - t)xo, Y), noting that tu + (1 - t)xO has isotropy exactly H if t < 1, thereby 
ensuring that (u, Y)I is a (W -y)-plane at each stage t. Cl 
Proposition 2.3. (a)%&_, is the classifying space for orthogonal ( W - y)-dimensional 
G-vector bundles; 
(b) OW-, is the classifying space for orthogonal oriented (W - y)-dimensional 
G-vector bundles. 
Proof. With d = ‘3 or 0, we may construct a universal bundle vwer : gw_, +dw_, 
is the evident way. If B is any classifying space for G-bundles of type (a) or (b), 
one may then classify qw-? by a G-map f :~4~_~ + B. (That such B exist is shown 
in [lo].) By the lemma, (and the structure of G-bundles over trivial G-spaces), 
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f H OlH, and hence f H is an equivalence where L is as in 2.2. Since all G-spaces in ,
sight have the G-homotopy-type of G -CW complexes, it follows that f is a 
G -homotopy equivalence. 0 
Observe that, in the case d = 9, the universal G-bundle 
q&v-,(V) : 8&4-,(V)-+ %w-,(U’) 
is equivalent to the product bundle L)yw_,(U’) x Z, where Z represents W-y in 
RO(G), via the given fiberwise trivializations. 
We shall denote &_, by BGO( W - y) and Ow_, by S&0( W - y), and their 
limits over W by BcO and B&O respectively. 
We shall say that p :E + B is srub/y G-oriented if its Whitney sum with some 
product G-bundle Z x B is G-oriented, (for Z < 13. 
Arguments similar to those above will show that stably oriented y-bundles are 
classified by colimwOw_y( W), since one may identify an oriented (W - y)-plane 
in W with a stably oriented y-plane in W, for large W. (Note that, nonequivariantly, 
stable and unstable orientation coincide. The distinction in the equivariant case is 
pursued further in [ 111.) 
3. Thorn spaces and G-transversality 
Let qwdy : ‘iYw_, +sP,_, be any of the three universal G-bundles, according as 
d = 5?, 0’ or 9. One has the associated Thorn space T(nw_,,). Here, we use the 
arguments of Wasserman in [14] to obtain G-transversality results which render 
the bordism theories under discussion as equivariant homotopy groups. 
Denote the restriction of T~_~(U’) to the orthogonal complement of the H-fixed 
set of each fiber over zZ~_,(U’)~ by 
17(H):8w-,(LI’)(H)~dw_,(U’)H. 
Thus the fibers of n(H) are H-equivalent to Z(H) with Z as above. 
Let R” have the trivial G-action, and let 
E(H): W(H)xdw_,(WOIWm)H~$W-V(WOIWOD)(H), 
be given by c(H)(w, (v, Y, 4)) = (r(w), (0, Y, ~5)) for w E W(H), where 7 : W(H) = 
(WOR”)(H)+ Y(H) is the (orthogonal) projection, and where 4 is either absent, 
an orientation or a framing, depending on context. (In the special case d = 9, if 
we view Sw_,(WOW”)(H) as a product, then F(H) coincides with the G-map 
E’(H): w(H)x~,_,(WOIW”)H-,Z(H)x~w-,(WOIW”O)H, 
given by c’(H)(w, (v, Y, 4)) = (~$(lr(u)), (u, Y, c%)), so that E’(H) twists the fibers 
by means of ~5.) 
In the arguments to follow, we shall suppress the adornments -w-,( W@rW”) 
from all the notation. For example, T will denote Tw_,( WOIR”). 
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Notice that as we vary H, the given epimorphisms are compatible in the following 
sense. Let g E G and H c KS. Then the following diagram commutes 
where all the horizontal maps are induced by translation by g. 
Consider now the normal bundle of S wH in S w. 
Lemma 3.1. For K c G, denote the normaI bundle of S WK in S w by VK. Then there 
exist equivariant trivializations, &K, of the VK such that the compatibility condition 
above holds for the Ed. 
Proof. Denote the tangent bundle of S” by T and fix a trivialization, E, of TOR. 
The restriction of E to S WK x W(K) then gives us the required trivialization &K. 0 
Now let M and M’ be smooth G-manifolds such that one has compatible 
trivializations of the VK for h! of the form 
&K : W(K) XkiK + VK, 
and compatible epimorphisms onto the P;C for M’ of the form 
E(K): W(K)xMfK --, vX. 
Definitions 3.2. In the spirit of Wasserman, we then say that a smooth G-map 
f :M +M’ is consistently G-transverse regular to a sub-G-manifold N’ of M’ if, 
for each H c G. the diagram 
W(H) xf-‘(NY 
1 Xfl 
- W(H) xNIH 
&H 
\ 
0 
J 
E(H) 
E 
/*I 
l E’ 
I 
VH !f-‘(N’) 
1 
Vhjly’ 
f-l(N’)H fi N ,H 
commutes, where f* is the formal derivative off, and where we regard the vH and 
v;I as subbundles of the restriction the associated tangent bundles. 
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The following has been proved by Wasserman in [14]. 
Proposition 3.3. Let M and M’ be as above and let f : M + M’ by any smooth 
G-map. Let A CM be a closed G-invariant subspace such that f is consistently 
G-transverse to N’ on A. Then f is G-homotopic, through smooth G-maps ft, with 
f, IA = f IA and fi consistently G-transverse on A, to a consistently G-transverse 
mapf 
Further, any two G-homotopic (rel A) consistently transverse G-maps are G- 
homotopic through a consistently transverse G-homotopy (rel A). El 
Nowletf:S w + T be a G-map. We cannot apply Proposition 3.3 directly since 
T-{basepoint} is not in general a smooth G-manifold. We use the following trick 
to get around this. 
Let $ = T-{basepoint}, M = f-‘(S) and A = f-’ (complement of open unit disc 
bundle). We then have the diagram 
for the pullback over 6 = n 0 f 1 of 17, with section s given by (f 1,~). We now replace 
8 by M’ = t*(S) and consider s : M + M’. The bundle epimorphisms E (H) : W(H) X 
ZYH +8(H) pull back to epimorphisms tH]~(H): W(H)XT~*(~~)-,~~*(~(H)) 
where lH*(tH) = (f*(8))H andtH*(%(H)) is the normal bundle of ([*(Q)H c t*(S) 
(since the normal fibers to gH in 8(H) lie in the fibers of n). 
We now take N’ to be the zero section of e*(z”) (which is also [* (zero section 
9’ of 17)). Any deformation of s to a (consistently) transverse G-map s’ gives a 
corresponding G- homotopy f-f such that f-‘(Y) = s-‘(~*(.9’)) is a y-manifold 
with the appropriate structure. 
Now let M be a y-manifold in SW, possibly together with a given framing or 
orientation. (For simplicity of exposition, we consider only the framed case here.) 
Definition 3.3. Define an associated Pontryagin-Thorn map P(M) : S w + T as the 
composite 
SW 2 TO TN d T, 
where TN is the usual quotient of a tubular neighborhood N of M, c is the collapse 
map, and TB maps each normal fiber in N (together with its trivialization) onto 
the associated fiber in T in such a way as to have derivative equal to the identity 
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at points of the zero section. (This ensures that the formal derivative of P(M) 
behaves correctly.) 
In order to show that the equivariant Pontryagin-Thorn construction gives an 
isomorphism, we require now only the following result. 
Lemma 3.5. Let f :S w + T be consistently G-transcerse to 9, and let MY be the 
associated G-manifold, f-‘(9). Then P(MY) and f are G-homotopic. 
Recall Wasserman’s notion of a consistent equivariant bundle map f : v(MY) + 8, 
(given in [ 14; 0 3]), where y(MY) is the normal bundle of MY c S w. If v(M’) is 
framed or oriented, we insist that f preserve this structure. (Although Wasserman 
requires consistent bundle maps to be epic, the notion still makes sense provided 
they are epic on the complements to the fixed-set summands, as they are in our 
context.) By fiat, the maps f’ and P(MY) above may be regarded as consistent 
bundle maps on a tubular neighbourhood of M’ c SW. Hence Lemma 3.5 will 
follow from the following variant of [14; 3.61. 
Proposition 3.6. Let C be a sub-G-complex of MY, and let f : v(MY) 1 C + 8 be a 
consistent G-bundle map. Then f may be extended to a consistent G-bundle map 
v(MY)* 8. 
Proof. One first observes that consistent bundle maps v(MY)] C + 8 are in l-l 
correspondence with pairs (s, t) where s is an equivariant section of Hom(Y(MY) 1 C, 
WOIR”) and t : C + U is a G-map such that: 
(i) If c E C has isotropy H, then the restriction of s(c) to Y(H), the complement 
of the H-fixed set of the normal fiber at c, coincides with the inclusion Y(H)+ 
W(H); 
(ii) The image of s(c) in WOR g is G,,,,-equivalent to Z(= W - y). (The 
presence of t is to keep track of the extraneous U-coordinate in the equivariant 
Grasmannians.) 
It now suffices to extend the pair (s, t) over v(MY). Inductively assume (s, t) 
extends over X 13 C (such that (i) and (ii) hold) and let X’ be obtained from X by 
attaching a G-cell of the form G/H xD”. By pulling back v(M’) over the adjoint, 
D” + (M’)H, of the characteristic map for this cell, one readily reduces to extending 
the H-invariant section s’:S”-i +HomH(~(MY)ISR-l, WOR”) over D”, and the 
composite t’:S”-’ + (M’)H -!+ UH over D”. We first extend t’ in such a way that 
t’(d) has isotropy exactly H if d EB”, and turn to s’. Since v(MY)IS”-’ has the 
form S”-’ x Y + S”-’ as an H-bundle, (where we may assume that this trivialization 
is the identity trivialization on the summand (v(M~)IS”-‘)~‘), HomH(V(MY)ISn-‘, 
W@R”, =9-l X HomH( Y(H), W(H)) x Hom( YH, WH OR”). By consistency (or 
(i)),s’already has theformx + (x,jH,fl(~)), wherejH : Y(H) C W(H) is the inclusion 
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andf’ : S”-’ + Hom( YH, WH @I@“), the contractible space of linear isometries YH + 
WHOEIBZ. One may therefore extend s’ over D” by extending f’. Clearly (S, r), 
the resulting pair of extensions, satisfies (ii and (ii). proving the inductive step. Cl 
We may now conclude. 
Theorem 3.7. The Pontryagin-Thorn construction gives an isomorphism 
(a) 4 :By(X)=co$m[SW,X~ Tw_,(W@R)lG, 
where R = iw”, and 
where the double colimit is taken over pairs ( W, Z) with W IZ. 
4. Stable G-homotopy 
In order to recognize the theories B$ and L3: as RO(G)-graded generalized 
equivariant homology theories of one type or another, we need connectivity results. 
In this section, we prove the following 
Proposition 4.1. There exists a cofinai collection of pairs ( W, Z) such that: 
(i) The natural inclusion 
i:Tw_,(W@R)+RYTw++Y(W+Y~R) 
is a W-equivalence (i.e., iH is a WH-equivalence for each H c G); 
(ii) ~ZTw-,(W+ZOR)+~zTw-,(UOR)=~ZT~-, 
is a (Z + W)-equivalence ; 
(iii) EzTw_, + Tw+z-,. 
is a (W + Z)-equivalence ; 
(iv) Twtz_, + colim L! yTw+z+y_v 
is a (W +Z)-equivalence. 
The failure, in general, of (ii) without the presence of the large suspension may 
be thought of as the source of the discrepancy between stable and geometric bordism. 
Consider Tw_,( WOR)H for H c G. One has, by direct inspection, 
Tw-,(W@R)~ ~T~w-N~H(W~OR)A~,W-~)(H)(W(H))~, 
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where + denotes addition of a disjoint basepoint, and where the first factor denotes 
the associated nonequivariant Thorn space. (In the framed case, TcW_V,~ ( WH OR) z 
S (w-y’“.) Thus Tw_,( W@R)* is ((W -v)~ - 1)-connected, and hence WH -n 
connected, where n b yG + 1. 
Lemma 4.2. Let X be a based G - CW complex, and consider the suspension map 
AssumethatXKis (WH - II )-connected for each K c G, where W is such that K1 S K2 
implies WK1 - W K2 2 n and that WC k2n+2.Then,ifr< WH+l,risanisomorph- 
ism, and if r = WH + 1, u is epic. 
Proof. One has [S’, X], = [S’, X”]. Consider the restriction, R : [S”y, .Z’X], --, 
;: 
‘cYH,Z,YHXH] which takes an H-map to its restriction to SreyH. If [y]~ 
‘cY, Z yX], then R[y] must land in the image of the suspension CH : [S’, X”]-* 
[S r+Y”, _Z’“X”]. Indeed, by the hypothesis, r c WH + 1 s 2( WH -n) - 1 and WH - 
n 2 2, so that (TH is an epimorphism by the Freudenthal suspension theorem. If 
r < WH + 1, cr,, is an isomorphism, and cri’Ra the identity. Thus it suffices to show 
that R is a monomorphism. (If r = WH + 1, this will imply that cr is epic.) 
Thus let L :SrfYH +SrcY denote the inclusion, and let f : C, +.Z’X be an H- 
equivariant based map. (Here, C, denotes the homotopy cofiber of 1.) One must 
extend f over the cone, CS’+,, of Slcy to obtain the result. (CSrCY; C,) is a relative 
G - CW complex with G-cells of type G/K xDs, with K E H, and s s r + YK. 
Under the hypothesis, s Cr + YK g WH + YK < WK -n + YK, and (ZyX)K is 
( YK + WK -n)-connected. One can therefore extendfover CSfcy, as required. Cl 
Proof of Proposition 4.1(i). Let H c G and r 30. Then v,(iH) coincides with the 
composite 
[S’, Tw-,(WOR)]H ~colim[S”Y,Z.YTW_V(W@R)]H 
p* 
- colim[S”Y, Tw+y_y( W + Y OR)],., 
where u is the suspension map and p is the natural structure map. By Lemma 4.2, 
CT is an isomorphism for large W if r g WH, and an epimorphism for large W if 
r = WH + 1. On fixed-sets, p restricts to 
pK :~Y”T,w-,,~(WKOR)h~(~-y)(~)(W(K))~-, 
Tcw+Y---~F(W~ + YK@R) h.&W+Y-y)(K)((W+ Y)(K)):, 
and has the form pi APZ, where pi is the nonequivariant structure map and p2 the 
evident inclusion. By the nonequivariant theory, p1 is a ( WH + YK)-equivalence, 
and it will suffice to show that p2 is a ( WH + yK)-equivalence (since the Thorn spaces 
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are(YK+WK --yKp(YK+ WH - yK)-connected). We show that, for each n, we 
can choose W cofinally large to make p2 a ( WH +n)-equivalence. 
Consider the cases ~2 = 29, 0 and 9 separately. If d = 9, then one has homeo- 
morphisms 
and 
57 (W+Y-VNK)((W+ y)(K)f=&,K,((w+ Y)(K)):, 
and all the spaces in question are equivalent to products of real, complex and 
symplectic Grassmannian manifolds. Further, the inclusion 
is a ( WK + yK)-equivalence provided the number of times each irreducible occurs 
in W(K) is much larger than WK +yK. We may assume this to be the case by 
taking W to be a copy of R”@P4. Where P is the complement of the fixed set of 
the regular representation of G, and where 4 -p is large. Note that PIK has at 
least one trivial summand less than the number of occurrences of any irreducible. 
Indeed, the number, N, of occurrences of each irreducible in W(K) is aqIG/Kj, 
while WK =p+(IG/KI-l)q, so that N- WK 24-p. 
This proves the result for the case Sp = 97. 
If $2 = 0, one has a covering space 
r(w): ~CW-_I)(K)(W(K))~ + $W-V,(K,(W(K))~ 
with fiber the discrete (finite) set of orientations of (W-y)(K) as a K-module. If 
W is large, then the corresponding fiber of r( W + Y) is the same, and a comparison 
of covering spaces yields the result for d = 0. 
If d = 9, we use the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.3. 1fK c G, denote colim +Y(W-T)(~)( W K))K by 9~‘~~). Ifn 3 0, fh he 
LK : t?,(W--y)(K)( W(K))K + %lvcK) 
is a ( WK + n)-equivalence for large W. 
Proof. A decomposition of U(K) into irreducible K-modules gives this inclusion 
as a product of inclusions of the form 
where the 9i(i + m) denote real, complex or quaternionic Stiefel manifolds. These 
inclusions are all r-equivalences for p much larger than r. It therefore suffices to 
arrange that the number of occurrences of each irreducible in W(K) is much larger 
than WK, and the result follows. 0 
This completes the proof of 4.1(i). 
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Proof of 4.l(ii)-(iv). For (ii), we consider the restriction to fixed-sets by H c G, 
and we obtain the smash product of the associated nonequivariant inclusion which 
is, by the nonequivariant case, a (2 + W)H-equivalence for large ZH, and the 
inclusion 
This inclusion is a (W +Z)H-equivalence provided the number of occurrences of 
each irreducible H-module in (W+Z)(H) far exceeds (W +Z)H. This may be 
arranged for cofinally large (W, Z) by the argument in the proof of (4.1)(i). 
Part (iii) is the adjoint form of (i), with Y replaced by Z and (W OR) by U, 
and follows by an easier argument. Indeed, the map corresponding to p2 in the 
proof of (i) is a ( WK +n)-equivalence if W(K) has a large number of irreducibles, 
since it corresponds to a product of inclusions of the form BA(N) + BA(N +M) 
where A = 0, U or Sp and N is large compared with ( WK + n). 
Finally, (iv) is (iii) with W replaced by W +Z and Z by Y, the point being that 
the proof of (iii) holds for arbitrary Z, provided W is large. 0 
5. Bordism and G-homology theories 
Recall the following from [12]: 
Definition 5.1. A G-spectrum is a collection of based G-spaces {E(V): V < U} 
together with structure G-maps 
cr:EwE(V)+E(V+ W), for VI W 
(where _E “X denotes X AS w), such that 
(i) u = 1 when W = (0); 
(ii) 6 : E( V) + R “I?( V + W) is a G-homeomorphism, where 6 is u in adjoint 
form, and 0 “X denotes the space of based maps SW +X with G acting by 
conjugation; 
(iii) The diagrams 
commute for pairwise orthogonal V, W and Z. 
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The theory of G-spectra has been studied in detail by Lewis and May in [4], 
and all the classical theory is shown there to generalize to the equivariant case. In 
particular, if E is a G-spectrum, and X a based G-space, then one has associated 
generalized homology and cohomology theories Ez and E& indexed on RO(G) 
and given by 
and 
E,G(X) = colim[SV+Y, X h E( W + Y)]G, 
~Ew)=K,~Wm%, 
if y is represented by V- W. Further, the natural suspension maps 
u:E~(X)+E;+&=X) 
and 
are isomorphisms for each 2 < U. 
Turning now to G-bordism, define equivariant spectra J.Z and E by taking 
where we think of Y + y as a G -submodule of U for large Y, and 
where the summand Y in the argument permits passage to the limit, note that in 
the case of framed bordism, one has E(V)=colimyflYSY+V, so that E is the 
equivariant sphere spectrum. In general, one has 
E = co$m wE = colJm cy+wp?3. 
Proposition 4.1, together with the isomorphisms c5 and C$ now give isomorphisms 
B,G(X) = &3X), 
and 
B:(X) =E~(X)(=U~(X) in the framed case), 
(5.2) 
commuting with the inclusion, $+E, of G-spectra. Here, Mz(-) denotes the 
equivariant homology theory represented by a G-spectrum M, and w,” denotes 
equivariant stable homotopy. Note that ,,Eg possesses uspension isomorphisms, 
whereas J$(X) Z v,vEf+~(2 “X) in general. 
It follows that .E and E are the appropriate equivariant Thorn spectra for Bz 
and & respectively. 
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6. Action of the Bumside ring 
Let A(G) denote the Burnside ring of G. Thus A(G) is the additive Grothendieck 
group of G-equivalence classes of finite G-sets with addition and multiplication 
induced, respectively, by disjoint union and Cartesian product. Here we consider 
the A(G)-module structure of the theories Bz and Z3:. 
In the geometric case there is an evident action by finite G-sets on G-manifolds 
via Cartesian product. Further, if f :M +X is a G-map of a y-manifold into X 
and if s is a finite G-set, then the composite, s XM +M +X, off with the natural 
projection defines an element s(M, f) in y- bordism. 
There is another, homotopy-theoretic, version of this action which applies equally 
well to stable bordism. In order to describe it, we recall some classical equivariant 
homotopy theory. 
Let $(G) denote the set of conjugacy classes of subgroups of G, and let B : A (G) + 
x ,H,E,b,G, Z denote the ring homomorphism defined by taking a G-set s to that 
tuple whose (H)th coordinate, B(S)(~), is IsHI. Then 19 is a ring monomorphism 
([l]). Further, the Pontragin-Thorn map associated Fith an embedding of s in a 
large G-module defines a ring isomorphism p : A(G) +colimw [S w, S w]o such that 
the diagram 
z 
A (G) - colim[S “, S “lo 
\’ 1 
x HcltGb Z 
commutes, where A (f)u+) = deg(fH). 
Now let YE: and EF denote the theories in Section 2. If x E JZz(X) (or E:(X)) 
and if f EA(G), then suspension by a representation of F(I) defines an element 
i(x), again in +5:(X) (or E:(X)), via the suspension isomorphisms for these 
theories. This defines the homotopy-theoretic action of A(G) on G-bordism, and 
it is easy to check that, in the case of geometric G-bordism, the two actions of 
A(G) agree. 
Frequent use will be made of the natural isomorphisms 
EH : B,O(G+ AHX) + B:(X), 
(and similarly for &), of A(G)-modules, arising from Wirthmuller’s isomorph- 
isms ([ll]) for generalized G-homology theories. We shall also require naturality 
properties of BF and Z3: with respect to G and its subgroups. Specifically, if 
f :G/H +G/K is a G-map, then there exist associated A(G)-module 
homomorphisms 
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such that ~(pf’) = am. In particular, we have a natural action by WH = NH/H 
on each theory Bz. (A similar statement applies to &.) Note that here, and in 
what follows, Bf;l will always denote the associated H-equivariant theory deter- 
mined by regarding the G-spectra in question as H-equivariant spectra. Although 
this agrees, up to natural isomorphism, with H-equivariant bordism, one must 
retain the full G-action in order for the WH-action to make any sense. In a similar 
way, there is a WH-action on h;(X) and on hH(X) for any NH-space X and 
any generalized RO(G)-graded homology theory /I:. Again, for this action to be 
well-defined, we must ‘remember’ y as an element of RO(G), not RO(H), and yH 
as an element of RO( WH). This will always be assumed below. 
It is well-known that, if F is a field of characteristic 0 or prime to ]G], then 
e01:A(G)OF-,(xZ)OF=(xF) 
is an isomorphism, so that A(G) 0 F has evident minimal idempotents e(H), one 
for each (H) E (L(G). In particular, when (G( is odd and F = Z2, then A(G) 0 F 
splits as a product of Zz’s, and every A(G) 0 F-module M splits as an (internal) 
direct sum, &u+@, of A(G) 0 Zz-submodules. This is the source of the splitting 
of unoriented G-bordism theories when JG] is odd, and of general splitting of all 
bordism theories away from ]G]. (Rowlett has an account of such splittings in [8] 
for Z-graded (geometric) bordism.) 
7. The splitting of equivariant homology away from IGI 
Let R c Q be a subring such that l/]G 1 E R, and let h G denote any RO( G )-graded 
equivariant homology theory with the property that hz is an A(G) 0 R-module. 
McClure has shown in [6] that such a theory will break up into a sum of pieces 
which are generally simpler to analyse. This section is essentially a summary of 
some of the material in [6], modified to our specific needs. (McClure’s account of 
the splitting is far more general and not exactly in the form we desire.) 
As mentioned at the end of Section 6, the splitting of A(G) 0 R formally gives 
a splitting 
htf(X)= c e(H)hg(x), 
(Hk,(G) 
where each summand is again an equivariant homolgoy theory. It is on these 
summands that we shall focus attention in this section, concluding with the following 
(main) result. 
Proposition 7.1. There are natural isomorphisms 
where the action of WH on hr(XH) is induced by the natural NH-action on 
representing homotopy classes. 
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The proof proceeds by lemmas. 
Lemma 7.2. Let H c G and let f : X --, Y be a G-map of G-complexes (with fixed 
basepoints) such that fK :XK + YK is an equivalence for each K c H. Then 
f* : eCH,h z(X) --, e(H,h z( Y) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. We may formally assume that f is inclusion of a sub-G-CW complex, and 
that Y is obtained from X by attaching G-cells of the form G/J xD”, with i# H 
or any conjugate of H. For such cells, hz(S” A G/J+) = hi (S”), and multiplication 
by e(H) E A(F) 0 F corresponds to multiplication by 0 in A(J) 0 F, since H eJ (or 
any conjugate). The result now follows by the Five Lemma. 
Lemma 7.3. Let y E RO(G). Then there is a natural isomorpnism 
e(H,hy(XH)=e(Hlh+(XH), 
of WH-modules. 
Proof. Write y = V - W. Then the repeated use of Lemma 7.2 and the suspension 
isomorphisms give the following chain of isomorphisms 
e,H,h~-w(XH)~e,H,h~-w(rV’H’XH)~ 
e,H,h~H_w(XH)3e(H,h~H(CWXH)~ 
e(H,h $‘(x WHXH) =e(H,h $‘-wH(XH). 
Further, since all the isomorphisms in sight are geometric on the 
homotopy-theoretic level, they preserve the WH-action. 
Lemma 7.4. There are natural isomorphisms 
for each H c G and y E RO(G). 
Proof. The inclusion XH +X satisfies the requirement of Lemma 7.2, and the 
result follows because of the fact that this inclusion is NH-equivariant. 
Lemma 7.5. There is a natural isomorphism 
e,H,h:(X)=ee,,,hqH(X)WH. 
where the term e(H) on the right is the evident idempotent in A(H) 0 F. 
Proof. Let p :X A G/H+-,X denote the projection. Then there is an associated 
transfer t, : h g(X) + h z (X A G/H+) = h s,(X) with p*t, multiplication by [G/H] E 
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A(G) OF. Since [G/H] is invertible in e&A(G) @F)=F, r.+ is a split 
monomorphism of (H)th summands. Lastly, by the calculation in [6; 3.31, the image 
of t, coincides with the invariant part, ~&z~(X)~~. 
Proposition 7.1 now follows by combining lemmas 7.2 to 7.5. 
Remarks 7.6. (i) If h 2 is ordinary equivariant homology with coefficients in A 0 F, 
(see [14]), then e(H,h$(XH) is ordinary Bredon homology with coefficients in the 
characteristic oefficient system 
H/J --, 
0 ifJ#H 
F ifJ=H. 
Thus it coincides with ordinary nonequivariant homology, fi*(XH; F), with the 
action of WH given by its usual action on XH. The latter point may be seen by 
considering the theory e(H)h!$(-)WH as a Bredon theory defined on WH-spaces. 
We therefore have an isomorphism 
s :fP(X; 
for all y E RO(G). 
(ii) Throughout 
cohomology. 
all of the above, we may formally replace homology with 
8. The splitting of unoriented RO(G)-bordism away from IGI 
Let ,Lz and Lz denote, respectively, the localization of YE: and Ez away from 
the primes in IG]. Denote 2 with the primes in ]G] inverted by Z[o-~j. Then the 
splitting theory above gives us splittings 
and 
L;(X) = c e(,-&yH(XH)WH, 
W)ENG) 
where 4(G) is the set of conjugacy classes of subgroups of G, e(H) are the (evident) 
minimal idempotents in A(G) 0 ZIG-l~ = x +(G)Z[G-~I, and where the Weyl group 
WH acts by conjugation on representing H-homotopy classes. 
We now analyze these summands. In jerms of equivariant homotopy groups, we 
have, by (5.2), the following commutative diagram 
e(H&$(XH) wH = e(H) lim[SW, XH A Tw_,( W@R)]HwH@ ZEc-ll 
& 1 
e(H)L$(XH)wH = e(H) lim[S “, XH !? Tw_+H]zH @ Ztd-I], 
( s, in the framed case, e(H,oyH(XH)WH @ ZLG-ll). 
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Proposition 8.1. There are natural (restriction) isomorphisms 
R :eCH,VLy-(XH)WH +lir$SWH,XH A TW_,~(W@R)H]WH @ZL~-I~, 
8 : eCH&%x ) H wH + lir$SWH, XH A (Td_++)H]WH 0 Zt~-lj, 
commuting with the natural inclusions of Thorn spaces. Here WH acts on the groups 
on the right via its action on the H-fixed sets involved. 
Proof. Take T(W) to be XH A TW-q(WOR). One has, by 4.1, for large enough 
W, 
(I) [SW, T(w)]H @Z[G-‘]=[S “, colim n ‘T( W + Y)]H @ Ztd-‘1 
and therefore has the form hk(Sw) where h* H is a (localized) RO(G)-graded 
cohomology theory. Thus, by Lemma 7.2, e,H,hL(SW) 5 e,H,hz(SW”) under the 
restriction. Further, (1) is true with S w replaced by SW”, whence 
y@(XH)=e(~)[SWH, T(W)]H @z[G-‘1 
= e&S WH, T(WHl Oz[G-‘] 
s [SW”, T(WJHl @z[G-‘1, 
since the action of e(H) restricts to the identity on the H-fixed set. 
Finally, naturality of the WH-action ensures that all these isomorphisms preserve 
that action. q 
Definition 8.2. Define, for y E RO(G) and H c G, groups &(7(H)) and GH by 
OH(y(H)) = Isom(Y(H)), the group of linear H-equivariant isometries of Y(H) 
for Y representing y, and 0 H = colim GH( V(H)). Note that OH(y(H)) is given only 
up to isomorphism, with more specificity possible only if y is remembered as the 
difference of two G-modules, and that this group is empty unless y(H) is represented 
by an actual H-module. 
Theorem 8.3. There are natural isomorphisms 
4 :./2/‘:(X)= 2 NY~(XH A BOH(H)+)~~, 
(HMNG) 
g5 :&T(X)= C Ny~(XH ABOH+)~~, 
(H)a,(G) 
away from ICI, commuting with the natural inclusions of classifying spaces. The 
WH-action is given via its natural action on XH and on the classifying spaces in 
question. 
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Proof. We first consider stable G-bordism, @z. We have, with @Z’ro-~] suppressed, 
etH?k ^H(X~)~~ =lit$S W”, XH A (Tw_?” lHIWH, by Proposition 8.1, 
=lim[SW”, XH !+ T( W--y&t$~H)f]~~ 
= lim[S W”, XH h T,w--y,H h BOHW(H)c]wH 
= lim[S W”, XH A T,W_VI~ A BOH+lWH, 
for W(H) much larger than WH 
= lim[S”, XH A TM-, A BOH+]~~, for ft = 1~~1, m 
since WH acts on the group is question via suspension and conjugation by a 
self-map of some sphere. The last term is precisely bv”Y~ tXH A BOH+)WH with WH 
acting as asserted. 
Consider now the geometric case. We have 
~,H,,V~H(X~)~~ =lir#SW”, XH A (Tw_y~,y)H]HW, by 8.1, 
= lim[S WH, XH A T,w-~,H,P A %&H,.~~H~+] 
WH 
2 lim[S WH, XH A r,w-,, H H * ~:H,.W(H,+ 
WH 
.Y 1 
= lim[S WH, XH A T(w-y, y H, H A s:H,+ 1 WH 
=lim[S”, XH A T,,,-,.,, A BOH(y(H))+lWH, 
m 
for n = ]-yH]. 
Here, the last term is NY~(XH ABOH(Y(H))+)~~ with the asserted WH-action. 
Finally, the naturality of these isomorphisms with respect to the inclusions of 
Grassmannians and of classifying spaces is immediate. 0 
Remark 8.4. Since the classifying space we end up with are products of BO(n)‘s, 
B(n)‘s and BSp(n)‘s, or BU’s andBSp’s in the stable case, it follows that equivariant 
stable and unstable bordism are now completely determined by Theorem 8.3, 
modulo an explicit description of the WH-action. It is to this matter that we now 
turn. 
Consider first the WH-action on JV;, (BA,), where A = OH(y(H)) or OH. One 
thinks of U(H) and y(H) as a sum, xi W>, (ti infinite in the case of U(H)), of 
irreducibleswith Wi # Wi for i #i. If n E WH and (fi)~A, then n * (fi)=(nfm,itn-‘), 
where cr is the permutation of irreducibles induced by translation by n. Since 
,Ir*(BA+) is a tensor product, @iJV*(BL(ri)+)y with L = 0, U or Sp, of polynomial 
algebras with one generator in each dimension for each factor, it is easily seen that 
WH must act by permuting the indeterminates via c. 
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9. The splitting of oriented and framed bordism away from IGI 
Definition 9.1. Let H c G, and define, for y E RO(G), WH-equivariant spaces 
9”“H’ by 
Y y(H) = colim dwcHJ( W(H) + y(H))H 
for d = 6 or 9. 
&By(H) may be thought of as the space of H-equivariant oriented planes or frames 
of codimension y(H) in a large H-module. 
In terms of nonequivariant oriented Grassmannians or Stiefel manifolds, one 
sees that 9”“H’ is a product of spaces of the form 
colim Y,, (A,+“‘), 
n 
where A = R, C, or W, and where Y,(A “-,) denotes the manifold of oriented or 
framed n -planes in A n+m. 
Consider now the inclusion 
i( W(H)) :dW& W(H) + y(H))H + ypvlH). 
Lemma 9.2. The inclusion i( W(H)) is a WH-equivalence for suficiently large W. 
Proof. Consider first the oriented case. Since the assertion is true for unoriented 
planes, we may conclude the result by means of the covering space argument in 
the proof of Proposition 4.1 
Finally, the framed case is a restatement of Lemma 4.3. Cl 
One has the following anaiogue of Theorem 8.3. 
Theorem 9.3. One has, away from IGl, natural isomorphisms 
(a) 4 :0:(X)= 1 flyH((XHh.9?H))WH; 
(HN+(G) 
where B&O is as in Section 2. 
(b) C#J :9;(X)= 1 +(XH r\y~:~))~~; 
(Hbzclr(G) 
9 : g?(X) = c 7r;4XH)WH. 
(HE+(G) 
where $0 is taken in context, and WH acts on all groups via its natrual actions on 
XH and ypvCH’. 
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The spaces Yspv’H’ and 9’ will be discussed further below. 
Proof. For 4, we have, by Proposition 8.1, with B = R or 9, 
e,H,By~(XH)WH =lit$SWH,XH A Tw_,H(WOR)~]~~ 
z I$ [S WH, XH A Twu-p A 3’ wcH,ww)+Yw))3 
= li~[SW”,XH A TW~_p A .J?~‘~‘]~~, 
by the lemma and by naturality of inclusion i( W(H)), 
z lim[S”, XH A Tn_?~ A YZ(H’]WH 
” 
( = .rr”,~(X~ A 9’I’H’)wH in the framed case), 
(since the conjugation action by WH on self maps of SW”-‘” is homotopy trivial). 
For c$, the framed case follows by contractibility of SW(H), while the oriented 
case follows by Lemma 2.2. 0 
In the oriented case, one has, by Section 2, Y’(H) is the classifying space for 
H-equivariant stably oriented y(H)- bundles over a trivial H-space. 
This space may be described in familiar terms as follows. 
Let SOH(y(H)) be the group of H-equivariant orientation-preserving isometries 
f of y(H) (so that det fK = 1 for each K c If), and let SOH = colimWSOH( W(H)). 
A y-bundle over X with a stable G-orientation is then classified by a map 
X +BOH(y) such that the composite X + BOH (y) + BOH factors through &SO,+ 
One has a fibration sequence BSOH + BOH --*B (OJSOH). The homotopy fiber of 
BOH(Y) + B (OH/SOH) may be described by the two-sided geometric bar construc- 
tion B(*, O,(y), OH/SOH), which is the desired classifying space .YpvCH). 
The Weyl group W(H) acts on O,(y) in the manner described in Section 8, and 
on the discrete group OH/SO H trivially, since conjugation does not affect 
orientation. 
In the framed case, 5~““~) is a product, 9’Y’H) = xF(mi, L), where F(mi, L) is the 
homotopy-theoretic fiber of the inclusion BL(mi) + BL, L is 0, U or Sp, and where 
mi is the number of occurrences of the associated H-irreducible in y(H), and 
W(H) acts by permuting the summands corresponding to irreducibles as in 
Section 8. 
10. A gap hypothesis 
It seems natural to inquire whether suitable hypotheses on y lead to an isomorph- 
ism By 
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Let y E RO(G) and H c G be such that y(H) is represented by an H-module. 
Write y(H) = xi n(H)” as a sum of H-irreducibles, and let ki denote the dimension 
of AutH(yi(H)), (SO that ki = 1, 2 or 4). Let #(y(H)) = mini{kiri}. 
Definition 10.1. We shall say that V has large fixed-set codimension if # (V(H)) > 
V* for each nontrivial subgroup Zf of G. 
Proposition 10.2. Let V have iarge fixed-set codimension. Then the stabilization 
B$X)+BZ(X) 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof. One has B$(X)=colimw[SW,X A Tw-v(WOR)IG. The natural map 
p : T,_,( W@R)+ Tw_” restricts, on the H-fixed set to pr APZ, where pt is non- 
equivariant homotopy equivalence of Thorn spaces of the form TWH-p, and where 
p2 :.aP~W_v,cH,(W(H))~4d~W”w-v,cH, is inclusion. 
We have, by Lemma 9.2, for large enough W, a diagram 
Y 
where n * is a [( W - V)H + # V(H) - l]-equivalence, by product decompositions 
of all spaces in sight, and the corresponding result for Grassman, oriented Grass- 
mann and Stiefel manifolds. q 
Remarks 10.3. (i) If one tried to push the argument through with V replaced by 
a general y E RO(G), then g’(*) is empty whenever y(H) is not representable by 
an actual H-module, whereas .Yp(W--y)H is nonempty for large W. 
(ii) Proposition 3.2 implies that, for sufficiently large V in the sense of Definition 
3.1, the obstructions to G-transversality for the stable Pontryagin-Thorn construc- 
tion vanish. We therefore think of Definition 3.1 as a mild ‘gap hypothesis’. 
11. Relationship with classical G-bordism in the unoriented case 
We pause here to consider the splitting of the classical (Conner-Floyd, tom Dieck) 
bordism rings .N$ and .$z. Here, JV~ is Conner-Floyd reduced Z-indexed G- 
bordism, and &“$ (X) = colim Xc+;,, v( ( Z “X), as defined by tom Dieck. To distinguish 
these from the corresponding RO(G)-graded theory, we denote the latter here by 
B$ and B$. 
S. Waner / RO(G)-graded bordism 
In order to realize these theories as the Z-indexed 
homology theories, we define G-spectra NGO and “No0 
NGO(Z) = colim f?YT>+y, 
and 
.NcO(Z)=colimRYT;+y(n +Z+ Y@R), 
25 
part of RO(G)-Graded 
by the formulae 
where T;(V+n) and T; denote, respectively, the Thorn spaces of 1 V/-planes in 
V + R, where R is a trivial G-plane of dimension n, and in I/ respectively. Note 
independence of n of the JVGO(Z) in this case. If we denote the represented 
G-homology theories by Fz and Fz respectively, we have, by classical arguments in 
Section 8, isomorphisms 
F:(X) =$-:(X), 
and 
Also note that, by construction, we have Fv(X)=FE,(X), and z”(X)= 
,&l (X) for all y E RO(G). 
Chasing the splitting results in Section 5 then gives us splittings, away from /Cl, 
&3X) = E ( 1 JYIyH(XH h BO,,)) ““, 
(H)cti(G~ ycR~(nl 
and 
WH 
mm = 1 ( c N&XH nBOHyw+)) , 
(HKQCGl Vera 
where RH(n) is the collection of equivalence classes of n-dimensional H-modules, 
and where the spaces BOfl(H) are defined by choosing representatives. (Note, 
however, that they may be constructed with Grassmannians is such a way as to 
make them independent of the choice of representatives.) The double summation 
has its origin in the splitting of the fixed-sets of the Thorn spaces into wedges of 
smaller Thorn spaces. If H c G, then the wedge summand of such a Thorn space 
corresponding to y E RH(n) is not WH-invariant in general, unless y comes from 
the ring RO(NH) via the forgetful homomorphism. (Note that WH must act on 
R,,(H) via its natrual action on RO(H).) 
The natural maps 
are seen to break up into split monomorphisms induced by the inclusion of the 
wedge summand corresponding to y IH E RH(II), so that n and n are themselves 
split monomorphisms. In particular, two G-cobordant y-manifolds are automati- 
cally cobordant through a (y + l)-manifold. 
26 S. Warier/ RO(G)-graded bordism 
The natural map 
is neither injective nor surjective; summands y and y’ overlap in NR if y 1 H = y’] If, 
while the summands in KF need not correspond to elements y coming from ROW). 
One does, however, have the following result. 
Proposition 11.1. Let IGI be odd. Every smooth (compact) G-manifold is cobordant 
to a sum of G-manifolds of the form G x,N with N a V-manifold for some N. 
To see this, one notes that the methods of Stong in [9] give explicit multiplicative 
generators for Rz, and that these have the desired from. 
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